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1. Introduction
Clearly, a system whose behaviour is impossible to guarantee seems unsatisfactory from a safety or
regulatory perspective. To appreciate why components that incorporate artificial intelligence (AI), and
specifically, machine learning, might even be considered, it is helpful to gain a little bit of insight into how
modern AI systems are being built, and why they are changing the way in which complex software systems
are being engineered. The purpose of this white paper is to provide a very brief overview of where AI is being
used in healthcare, and why it might be increasingly seen in medical devices. We also consider what specific
additional requirements this might place on regulatory requirements in the near future.

1.1 The nature of the recent advancements in AI
Artificial Intelligence vs Machine Learning: What is the difference?
When we speak of modern AI, we are likely to be thinking of software systems – consisting of
combinations of components – that perform in a seemingly intelligent way. Typically, this involves
a tight integration of hardware and software that works seamlessly to interpret data, control the
actions of devices, or interacts in some way with one or more human users. The components will
include those dedicated to user interaction, databases, and software layers that interface with
operating systems: at first glance, everything we might expect to find in a modern computer
application.
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But we must ask the following question: are any of the components based on techniques of machine
learning? If so, it is likely that the system’s behaviour is impossible to express completely: its
behaviour can only be described through its interaction on specific examples of data, or states of
environment in which an autonomous agent takes decisions and actions.
We have recently witnessed high-profile events around AI. Among these, we might include a system for
diagnosis of pneumonia from chest X-rays (Rajpurkar et al., 2017), a virtual assistant for arthritis sufferers
(IBM, 2018) and a system that attains gold-standard performance in early diagnosis of sight-threatening
physical changes in the human retina (De Fauw et al., 2018). Much of the impetus for the techniques being
applied to healthcare arises through very recent and substantial advances in the state-of-the-art for AI.
Moreover, scientific papers in top-ranked scientific journals (e.g. Nature and Science) have trickled into the
wider press, generating significant awareness of progress. Many of these advances in AI rely heavily on
machine learning. Compared to human-engineered systems, techniques based on machine learning (ML)
develop their own rules of behaviour, by learning from examples or from rewards. Central to many of the
techniques being used in modern machine learning is the artificial neural network (ANN): it is built from a
relatively small number of types of software units that are designed to mimic the behaviour of biological
neurons.
By cascading layers of such units, and providing many parallel channels for the flow of data (e.g. input from
sensors, medical image scans, even patient records in the form of text), these layered structures can be
taught to make decisions about the presence or absence of a disease (Esteva et al., 2017), keep an eye on
radiation dosage during imaging (Tian et al., 2016), or trigger a circuit to regulate a heart rhythm (Figuera
et al., 2016). Once a network has been trained to perform its desired task, its behaviour is specified through
what are known as parameters or weights. Unlike traditional engineering, the final “design” might consist
of a network layout accompanied by tens to hundreds of millions of floating point numbers, rather than
documented, human readable software.
Why should we opt for an approach that uses machine learning, rather than one that is carefully engineered
to specification? There are two primary reasons: first, it is virtually impossible to hand-engineer the ruleset or system design that some types of device software or functionality require. In the medical device or
healthcare setting, this arises not from inadequate functional specification, but rather from the wide diversity
and complexity found in human anatomy and physiology. If we are to provide the best care for individual
patients, we must tailor devices, diagnostics, interventions and therapies on a patient-by-patient basis, and
adapt as the patient’s state changes. This requires continuous analysis and decision-making, a potentially
clear role for automation.
This brings us to the second reason for using machine learning: the performance of complex systems that
learn from examples will often better the performance of those that we can hand-engineer. The best example
of this is to be found, at present, in case-studies associated with image-based diagnostics (Bello et al., 2019;
De Fauw et al., 2018; Rajpurkar et al., 2017).
But, there is a third reason: machine learning is quickly becoming the de facto approach to designing complex
systems for analysing data from sensors. In short, it is often easier to train a learning system through
examples than it is to use rule-based programming. Indeed, even the use of explicit mathematical models
within the design of measurement and control systems is arguably being challenged by recent developments
in machine learning.
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1.2 Ingredients of modern machine learning
Within the past few years, we have witnessed increased use of layered ANNs that are trained with
backpropagation (Domingos, 2015). With deep networks (containing many layers), a significant part of the
traditional approach to intelligent systems control or diagnostic instrumentation is no longer required:
backpropagation replaces the roles of designing and selecting components for filtering sensor data; many
parts of a multi-stage design process, developed over decades, are replaced by a network architecture and
appropriate training. We are left having to engineer only the simplest of early processing operations, such as
amplification and digitisation.
It is often suggested that the availability of large amounts of data, and fast computer hardware, is
responsible for the recent advances of machine learning. This is only partly true. There are three additional
factors that are very important. Software tools for designing and supporting backpropagation have made
significant contributions; these tools are known as “frameworks” for deep machine learning.
The second factor is a culture in machine learning of heavy focus on reproducibility of results, enabled by
wide sharing of code and data. This has allowed rapid progress to be made. The final factor, somewhat
surprising, has been something of an exodus of programmers from the use of licensed software libraries
or commercially produced development platforms to these open-source frameworks. This is partly because
there is a very low financial cost of entry to using the tools of modern machine learning to create the
components of intelligent systems.

1.3 AI development and deployment
Assuming suitable access to data, examples, or an environment for training an autonomous agent (see
definition, Table 1), an R&D team will typically build a large number of deep networks, varying numbers of
layers, units within the layers, and other factors. Good practice suggests separate validation and test datasets
are retained, to tune training and assess performance. Typically, thousands of models might be trained, and
it is not uncommon to use cloud services (e.g. virtual machines provided by Amazon or Microsoft) during this
process. Reliable training is computationally very intensive, but once all training and validation processes
have been done, the trained networks, known as models, can be deployed with more modest resources (Han,
Mao & Dally, 2016).
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An AI system can then be constructed by using one or more trained networks, encapsulating these with
traditional software modules, generally controlling the flow of data around and between the trained
networks. Thus, the traditional human engineered software and systems engineering still plays a role, but it is
much diminished, representing a fraction of overall system complexity.

2. The use of AI in healthcare and industry
2.1 How is AI being used in medicine and healthcare?
Virtually all active diagnostic devices that use software to interpret sensor data could be expected to benefit
from incorporating AI into their controlling software. Devices that are deemed to be “good enough” might, of
course, not need to be improved. But in principle, devices that can capture and make use of more information
about a patient’s immediate physiological state, or emerging response to treatment, might be expected to
yield better patient outcomes. It is in this setting that increased use of AI can be predicted. For an excellent
example, consider the use of glucometers in controlling diabetes, and possibility of optimising insulin delivery
(Atlas et al., 2012).
If we were to look at where AI is beginning to have commercial impact, we can look at systems that make
intensive use of computation: imaging systems are a good example. Here, patient benefit might primarily
lie in the use of assistance in the diagnostic process, and there are several examples. Radiomics is the most
high-profile of these (O’Connor et al., 2017), where operators are applied to images to extract quantifiable
measures to be used as biomarkers. Biomarkers computed in this way – known as imaging biomarkers – are
being suggested to perform patient stratification in order that appropriate therapies can be given (Valdes
et al., 2016). Cancer Research UK (CRUK) and the European Organisation for Research and Treatment of
Cancer (EORTC) have recently produced a biomarker roadmap (O’Connor et al., 2017) to accelerate clinical
translation of imaging biomarkers. One of the potential uses is in patient stratification (Parmar et al., 2015a;
Parmar et al., 2015b), but other uses exist in early evaluation of treatment effects, and even determining
surgical margins (Taylor et al., 2014); both are potentially critical to patient outcome, and there is increasing
reliance on machine learning to implement image-based biomarker detection or measurement (Parmar et al.,
2015a; Parmar et al., 2015b).
We can also identify situations where new measurement capabilities are enabled by AI. Free-breathing MRI
(FB-MRI) scanning (Tison et al., 2018) is one of these, where there is clear patient benefit. In FB-MRI, optical
flow1 algorithms are applied to correct for chest wall and cavity motion. Existing systems on the market are
unlikely to employ algorithms for optical flow based on machine learning. But ANNs, such as FlowNet 2.0 (Ilg
et al., 2017), exceed the performance of known hand-engineered algorithms for computing optical flow, and
such networks are likely to replace human-designed algorithms in the future.
Looking at the other end of sensor complexity, we can consider rather less sophisticated data capture
techniques, and the potential in collecting clinical and laboratory measurements and patient outcomes
at a very large scale. Here, it is more likely that techniques of machine learning will also be employed: the
quantity of data supports learning, and large-scale data acquisition allows both device level and patient level
peculiarities to be “averaged out”. Inference of patient risk can be finessed in a way that has only – until
recently – been achievable with epidemiological studies, or very large-scale clinical trials. Perhaps the best
known deployment of this is the feature of Apple Watch 4 for the detection of atrial fibrillation (AF). A proof of
concept of AF detection with sensors on Apple Watches, using data from more than around 9,000 patients,
suggests that a deep neural network, specified by just over half a million parameters, was able to infer the
presence of AF with moderate-to-high degrees of accuracy (Tison et al., 2018).

Optical flow refers to a specific type of algorithm that estimates motion in sequences of images (i.e. video). It is a
“hidden” technology component used in many different ways (e.g. autonomous vehicles and hand-held cameras).
1
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The US National Academies of Sciences, Engineering and Medicine have recommended several steps toward
improvements in diagnosis: emphasis on early and correct diagnosis of conditions, reduction in diagnostic
errors, and the avoidance of “overdiagnosis” (Balogh, Miller & Ball, 2015). Encoding the diagnostic decision
process has traditionally been done by carefully designed diagnostic decision trees, informed by clinical
expertise, and experience. Examples of such systems are now widely available, open to the public, in the
form of online “symptom checkers” (Semigran et al., 2015; Semigran et al., 2016). These include those that
are based solely on patients’ observations, and some that even support inclusion of blood test results. Most
of these systems are static, and non-probabilistic: they do not learn from outcomes. They are known to have
deficiencies, some of which can be corrected by adopting machine learning approaches, natural language
processing and maintaining histories on the tendencies of individual patients.
At the time of writing, a rather high-profile example of machine learning in this context is embodied by
Babylon Health, a subscription-based health service provider.
Though well known for its online booking services for patient/GP consultations within the United Kingdom’s
National Health Service (NHS), Babylon operates globally, and is developing AI systems for interacting directly
with potential patients using natural-language processing. Although it is difficult to predict how successful
individual service-oriented offerings, such as Babylon Health and MomConnect (Barron et al., 2018) will do in
the long term, the vision of these systems has certainly influenced the thinking around diagnostic healthcare
in the near future, not least because of the focus on operating at a large scale, and the recognition that
capturing data around the entire diagnostic process is key to improved diagnostic accuracy.

2.2 How is AI impacting device or system design?
One of the striking trends of the past 2 years – increased demand for employees with skill sets that
include machine learning – might be attributed to the “Gartner hype-cycle” (see https://www.gartner.com/
en/research/methodologies/gartner-hype-cycle). However, a closer look suggests that there are genuine
changes underway in the way systems are being engineered. These changes are seen across a wide range
of institutions: in the activity of start-ups, within education and in large corporations. Much of this change is
fuelled by the ease with which one can create, train and deploy software modules based on machine learning.
6
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But there is an underlying factor that is worth bearing in mind: as more data becomes available to train
a modern machine learning system, the performance of the system – in terms of accuracy – gets better.2
Thus, continual improvement has become an integral part of the attraction of machine learning in creating
components of AI systems that read sensor data, text streams, and then adapt the overall behaviour of the AI
system accordingly.
In the experience of this writer, there is increased investment into maintaining, as a core activity, teams who
are responsible for data curation and performance monitoring. The dawning realisation is that to improve
system performance, one should place strong emphasis on ensuring that data used to train a machine
learning system are curated and managed. Let us take an example: for an AI module which is trained to detect
an arrhythmia in electrocardiograms. Even after we have a system that has been deployed in a device, we
would monitor and curate data that are acquired from many patients, identifying outliers in performance,
identify incorrect decisions, and add these into the training set for the next generation of algorithm, perhaps
with higher weighting. This becomes almost a process rather than an R&D activity, but it is valuable and
important because good data curation and review processes have a very high probability of improving system
performance within a predictable timescale: data have become a raw material in a very real sense.
The behaviour of autonomous systems might also be expected to follow similar patterns of development:
improvements in technology performance will take several forms, but for systems that, say, perform
diagnosis, performance improvements will take three main forms (a) reduction in false positives and
negatives in detection subsystems (more accurate diagnosis); (b) reduction in cost of a device; and (c)
improvements in power-efficiency/energy consumption, important for embedded controllers or implanted
devices. The latter two of these will often require human expertise for the near term; the former becomes a
process of data curation and retraining.

2.3 How AI is being used in manufacturing?
Manufacturing at scale requires rapid and accurate monitoring to ensure throughput and reduce downtime.
Traditional instrumentation methods still prove themselves valuable in this domain, but increasingly one
wishes to monitor for multiple possible signs of manufacturing line/process failure. Systems that can be
trained to deal with irrelevant changes in a manufacturing set-up allow greater flexibility within a productioninspection setting; intelligent monitors can be re-trained or fine-tuned when manufacturing processes
change.
Looking further into the future, one of the likely outcomes of deep machine learning is likely to be a
reduction in the mechanical precision of electro-mechanical devices: instead, control policies, possibly based
around deep networks, will be learned in end-to-end form. One consequence of this is that construction costs
for robots that operate with high precision are likely to be lower. Further, minor changes in production lines
will become easier to accommodate through retraining existing robots or automation. Indeed, rather than
being programmed from scratch, a new model of robot might learn to perform well-defined tasks – such
as grasping and placing objects during component assembly – by imitating the actions of an existing robot
(Arulkumaran et al., 2017), or even of a human.

It is worth providing two minor caveats. First, this assumes that the capacity of the network, including the
number of units and layers, has not been reached. If it has, the solution is simply to increase capacity: more
layers, or more units. The second is that, at some point, there is simply no more available information in the
data that would improve patient care; practically, we are seldom at this limit.

2
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3. AI Systems and certification in medical devices
3.1 Adoption of AI in medical devices
There are several drivers for the incorporation of AI into medical devices. Some of these might relate to
marketing, and the attraction of AI-equipped systems to first-adopters. In areas where the quantity or
complexity of data is high, including systems for intensive care monitoring, biomarker interpretation or
visual diagnosis (e.g. MRI, dermatoscopes, ultrasound), assistance to a human interpreter can be provided by
systems that can suggest diagnoses, or can retrieve cases which are in some sense, similar. This can support
differential diagnosis, particularly for rare forms of some disorder; it is more than simply a retrieval system,
as the criteria for matching is likely to be quite difficult to construct. Machine learning, informed by the
actions of expert human diagnosticians, is likely to provide scalable and highly effective trained networks to
disseminate expert knowledge and capability (Esteva et al., 2017).

The ability of systems based on machine learning to make use of ever increasing amounts of data, or, in this
case, patient cases and their subsequent outcomes, is likely to drive improvements in performance – both in
diagnosis and treatment planning and monitoring. We note, for example, significant research activity around
machine learning for application in intensive care units (ICUs), with the aim of performing patient state or
outcome prediction (Johnson et al., 2016). These efforts leverage the intensive and continuous recorded
monitoring within such environments; with appropriate approaches to learning from wider electronic
health records (Shickel et al., 2018), and long-term outcomes, the degree of improvements in sensitivity and
specificity possible by AI is likely to yield diagnostic capabilities that are significantly more cost-effective
than human teams for the same level of care.
With the use of reinforcement learning, it is also becoming possible to create autonomous agents – often
built around deep neural networks – that are able to perform tasks that are extremely difficult for a human
engineering team to code. Systems to recommend patient dosage (Chen, Zeng & Kosorok, 2016; Nemati,
Ghassemi & Clifford, 2016) represent one example of the complex tasks – requiring previous case studies,
patient interaction and response monitoring – that an autonomous agent can be trained to perform; see, for
example, Tseng et al.’s work on dosage adaptation (Tseng et al., 2017).
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3.2 Can systems based on AI be certified for medical use?
The answer to this question needs to consider the types of algorithm that are used in the AI system.
Devices that make use of sensor data that is captured from patients might be expected to have input/
output mappings that are very well defined. However, as the number of sensor measurements increases,
or the history over which a signal is analysed (i.e. time-scale), there is arguably an increased possibility of
unexpected device behaviour. In particular, when the definition of a system’s performance is based on the
examples that it has been exposed to during network training, specific requirements may need to be met in
the certification process.
We should make a distinction between “AI” that refers to partially autonomous behaviour based on a welldefined rule set or schema, and AI which incorporates machine learning in some way. For the former of
these, one can see medical devices that contain AI as “business as usual”. For the latter, there may be extra
requirements on aspects of system design that are traditionally considered under software versioning. For
example, all other things being equal, it is possible to entirely change a systems’ function by altering the
weights of the network. Since weight changes are very easy to effect, and the difference between two trained
networks can be difficult to detect, there is the possibility for error.
There are two obvious solutions to this conundrum, depending on the complexity of the function performed
by the network, and on the complexity of signals or data on which it operates. Let us take the example of
“symptoms checkers” (Armstrong, 2018; Elliot et al., 2015). Semigran et al. (2016) proposed the use of patient
diagnostic vignettes, examples of possible diagnostic cues that could be provided by patients.
This takes the form of lists of patient symptoms for which gold standard diagnoses by experienced human
doctors are maintained.3 One could envisage that such a test could be expanded to many different types of
diagnostic data, and indeed the development of techniques that cope with missing or ambiguous data is an
area of active research (Campos et al., 2015).
So, one of the likely mechanisms that would be required for certification of the future will be based on
agreed sets of sensor signal examples, symptoms, and even images, which represent an open, accepted
standard upon which all candidate systems must perform to the same level of agreement with human expert
diagnoses. Precisely how such datasets will be established and agreed upon is unclear, but it is likely to be
an essential part of the certification process for medical devices which have certain minimum degrees of
complexity.
Once a system has been guaranteed to perform to a required standard, information on the software,
hardware and operating systems – the entire software stack – should be captured. In addition, since function
is largely determined by network weights, these should be uniquely encoded in some way. For example, a
hash or some equivalent of a checksum, could be used to produce a unique signature of the weights that
define a particular network’s behaviour.
Finally, a question naturally arises: should the data or examples used to train an ML system also be
maintained, or subject to scrutiny? Scrutiny of data might sound impractical: the data sizes are large by
definition. But tools can be created to find pathological items in datasets, which might lead to bad clinical
decisions or device behaviour; and datasets and trained models can be treated as an inseparable pair, and
assigned a joint signature.

The complexity of such a test, however, is dramatically increased if symptoms are provided by patients who
often give conflicting or imprecise descriptions of what they experience. In this case, though the possible
outcomes of the test, and the mapping of symptoms to diagnoses might be the same, the added complexity
and “noise” in the system needs to be considered. For the case of natural language processing used as input,
there is additional complexity around learning for region-specific dialogues, colloquialisms and, the evolving
nature of language.
3
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Given the common practice of retraining networks with new data, having a verification of a unique model and
data combination seems a sensible idea as part of the certification process. In addition, the data or examples
used in training a network should be archived and guaranteed to be retained as part of the system specification.
Online learning remains an open topic in machine learning. In online learning, models are updated as an
inference system is live. For the healthcare setting, we should make the distinction between performance across
a large population being periodically updated, and adaptive behaviour within an intelligent device. Online learning
is more likely to be useful if applied using large amount of data from several individuals, batched together: this
is appropriate to the diagnostic setting. On the other hand, we might consider the actions of a specific device
with a single patient as adaptive, patient-specific behaviour. The latter is more likely to fall under the category
of reinforcement learning; then, we might imagine that certain bounds of behaviour would have to be defined
which hold for all patients: adaptation would then be within those agreed bounds. How to establish such bounds
remains to be seen.
This raises, of course, questions around the nature of the examples themselves, and how the examples used to
train a system using machine learning are labelled according to some form of gold standard. Although, in most
fields of diagnostic medicine, there are often recognised gold standards for diagnostic tests, treatment decisions
by individual clinicians might diverge. But when an AI system is to be deployed for patient triage, how does one
establish the “gold standard” for treatment? For palliative or ICUs, how do quality-of-life considerations come
into the picture in establishing the “best” outcome? Here, it seems that we are facing a wider challenge, perhaps
to medicine as a whole. It might be that the way forward is to have agreement on standardisation and sharing
of clinical records, pooled across hospitals and with fine-grained clinical detail. Thus, the gold standards will
emerge, and even the rare events, from which both machines and humans can learn, will be captured.

3.3 Recent activity in the regulatory space
A number of pre-market approvals have recently been provided under the US Food and Drug Administration
(FDA) “De Novo” pre-market pathway. The algorithm used in the Apple Watch AF detector is one such example.
Diabetes management support tools that provide personalised treatment plans (DreaMed) represent another
example.
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The latter appears to use rather traditional “control-systems” based models of patients as its form of AI, and
so – based on the published information – it is unclear to what extent machine learning is used. The astute
reader will note that this is one example in which “AI” in a healthcare setting is unlikely to be using (at the
time of writing) modern machine learning, where, for example, the model would implicitly be learned from
examples of well-controlled patients.
Several recent FDA “De Novo” approvals are for image-based tools of AI. But the FDA has signalled a different
approach that slightly shifts the centre of mass for certification – particularly for AI-related technologies –
from a full focus on the “device” or its “performance”, to a focus on the company, and its processes. The FDAs
Digital Health Software Precertification Pilot Program programme was launched in 2019; in its current form,
it leverages the idea of software as a medical device (SaMD), but pays particular attention to the culture of
a company sponsoring the SaMD entity, including organisational excellence. This is a surprising move, but
appears designed to support companies offering AI for patient management tools, diagnostic or analytical
systems which arguably have no physical embodiment in the form of a device, but which could determine
the course of treatment, and therefore carry life-or-death implications. A related move from the FDA is the
“Breakthrough Device” designation, another pre-market process. Outcomes of public workshops and guidance
on these schemes are available from the FDA website.

4. Summary, further reading and references
4.1 Summary
Because of the potential for medical device performance to be systematically improved through capturing
data on patient outcomes, and for the ability of machine learning to integrate many sources of patient
information, we can expect to see devices that incorporate machine learning to increasingly appear on the
healthcare market.
Community effort will be required to agree on ground-truth or labels assigned to data that are used in
training AI systems; this may be a role for learned societies. This will be a continuous process, since data and
acquisition technologies themselves are constantly evolving. We can expect that curation and versioning of
datasets will require dedicated resource that is industry wide.
From a regulatory perspective, it is likely that a key piece of information required to analyse the underlying
reasons for adverse events from a device incorporating machine learning will be the data used in its training.
With the possible exception of autonomous vehicles, there is perhaps no other domain for which forensic
scrutiny of the quality of training data will be quite so critical as for the emerging generation of intelligent
healthcare systems.
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4.2 Further sources and reading
4.2.1 Technical material
We have evolved; when the author was a PhD student, long hours would be spent photocopying articles to be
later perused with a ruler or highlighter (the kind that has real, fluorescent ink – this might date me a bit). My
students get their education from four key sources:
On-line video lecture courses, such as those offered for free by Coursera. The Coursera co-founder,
Professor Andrew Ng of Stanford, has developed several courses on machine learning. Many are
accessible to those with an engineering background, even if a tad rusty. I would also suggest his
evolving book for those seeking to lead teams for application-specific machine learning (free, as
it evolves as a writing project, chapter by chapter). I personally like the style of Geoffrey Hinton’s
lectures.
arXiv preprints – these are usually full versions of quite technical papers that, not to put too fine
a point on it, bypass the peer review process. Some papers on arXiv do make it into print, some
don’t. In essence, the “peer review” comes from the citation counts of students, academics and
researchers as assessed by Google Scholar, and a large contributor to citations is the presence of
associated code with each paper.
Code repositories, provided by students or researchers. This has had a huge effect on the
reproducibility of results, and therefore on the advance of machine learning, and particularly deep
learning.
Blogs. Somewhat bewilderingly, technical blogs are widely used by researchers. When someone
finds a problem with a piece of code, or learning problem, and a “workaround”, they often write a
blog about it. These get indexed by search engines. There is no guarantee of correctness, of course,
but because of the way that search rankings are produced, the blogs that are trusted and correct
tend to rise to the top search results.
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4.2.2 Good review articles
Much of the “introductory” material on machine learning is aimed at a technical audience. However, I have
found that one of the best pieces of writing is from a computer scientist who strongly encourages wider
involvement from those outside the field in shaping ideas for the future: Pedro Domingos’ “The Master
Algorithm” (Domingos, 2015) provides a summary of the main camps of AI, explaining how machine learning
fits into this. Although the book points to a lack of any form of general AI, it does explain technical material in
a very accessible way.
With regard to healthcare based around the use of natural language processing, Strickland presents
an excellent critique (Strickland, 2019), identifying failings of some highly publicised attempts at AI for
healthcare, yet acknowledges the potential for approaches that make use of machine learning in creating
well-defined components of complete systems. See also a well-curated set of questions relevant to radiology
(https://appliedradiology.com/articles/the-real-questions-to-ask-an-ai-platform-vendor).
Finally, for those working in the field of AI for healthcare, who wish to support machine learning as a key
technology for building system components, one of the best known proponents and educators in the ML
field is writing a book entitled “Machine Learning Yearning” (Andrew Ng). It is aimed at people who are tasked
with leading projects that will make use of machine learning (https://www.mlyearning.org/); one can even
sign up to receive chapters as they are written!
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Table 1 Jargon Buster
Term

Lay explanation

Artificial
intelligence (AI)

A collection of software components whose collective function mimics that of biological
cognition. Examples include everyday technologies such as Apple’s Siri, Amazon’s Alexa, IBMs
Watson, or Google’s AlphaGo/AlphaZero.

Autonomous
agent

A software algorithm or set of algorithms that is designed to decide on and take actions within
some sort of environment. An example would be a “chatbot”, whose environment might be
restricted to interacting via text messages with a human patient.

Artificial neural
network (ANN)

A type of processing architecture based on a very simplified computational model of a
biological neuron. In its simplest form, it consists of a weighted summation of input floatingpoint values, followed by a non-linear “activation” function, yielding a floating-point output. The
single perceptron is one such simple model, and multi-layer perceptrons are the predecessors
to todays’ modern deep networks. Convolutional neural networks (CNNs) are a variant in which
weights are shared to cover space or time.

Backpropagation

A remarkably successful algorithm which may be seen as an approach to numerical
optimisation in the presence of uncertainty. Goes hand-in-hand with implementations of
artificial neurons such that derivatives of weights with respect to outputs of the neuron can be
easily calculated, and cascaded up the network to estimate derivatives of weights with respect
to the error produced by an untrained or partially trained network. These derivatives, given
specific data, are sometimes referred to as “gradients”.

Bayesian
network

A graph-based model of dependencies and causalities between states (e.g. of a patient), causal
relationships, and observations, or measurements. The graph is probabilistic, and updates can
be passed through the network to update probabilities using Bayesian inference. Very suitable
for situations where some observations are missing, there is conflict, and epidemiological
“background” might be changing, for example, under epidemic conditions.

CNN

A form of ANN that is very well suited for sequentially ordered data, images, and audio signals.
Relies on the operation of convolution to repeat weight patterns over space. Often combined
with some fully connected layers.

Deep learning
framework

Encompasses what used to be called “libraries” and “environments”. There are some new
concepts, in that deep networks are specified by architecture descriptions, and there are
therefore tools for describing the architecture of a network, for training, data loading,
checkpointing during training, estimating and reporting gradients, and so on. Each type of
artificial neuron in a framework will be designed to have analytically computable derivatives,
and each unit also has a data flow path not only from input to output, but also implicitly from
output back to input: the latter may be seen as a “channel” for the backpropagation signal
during training.

Hyperparameters

The parameters that are used in training a neural network. This might include the initialisation
of the weights before training, the rate of learning, or other parameters of the training
algorithm (e.g. momentum for back-propagation). Hyper-parameters may also be used to refer
to the architecture of the network, such as the number of units in a particular layer, or the
numbers of layers.

Machine
Learning

A sub-branch of AI in which the rules by which a decision or action are taken are learned
through examples, a training process. There is generally minimal specification of the rules of
input/output mapping at the time the system is in use (sometimes referred to as “inference
time”, or rather incorrectly as “test time”). Instead, human engineering effort is confined to an
overall architecture (for the case of deep networks), or in selecting the best objective function
or loss function(s) to be used in training. There are several subclasses of machine learning
algorithms: supervised, semi-supervised are but two examples. There is a further important
subclass of algorithms known as reinforcement learning; adversarial network training and
curiosity-based learning are other examples of emerging techniques.
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